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DELAYS 

Build in function such as sleep stored in library windows.h, which is used to create delays in the 

compilation, but there is another method to create the delays using loops as 

 Int main() 

{ for(int i=1;i<=1000;i++) 

for(int j=1;i<=1000;i++) 

for(int k=1;i<=1000;i++); 

cout<<”hello world”; 

return 0;  } 

This program create the iteration upto 1 million times to keep the compiler busy or delayed 

 

STRINGS 

Character can stored only one character but string is used to store more than one character. It is defined 

as the data which is written inside the inverted commas. We can stored even paragraph in it. 

 

Declaration of string: 

String is declared as data type as string and variable name 

String a; 

Initialization of string: 

There are two methods to initialize the string 

1st. using the assignment operator: 

string name of variable =”string of character”; 

String a=”hello world”; 

2nd. Using parentheses: 

String name of variable (“hello world”) ; 

Assigning the values: we can use variable to assign the value as  
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String c; 

A=”hello”; c=a; 

Concatenation 

It is the combination of strings. We  use addition symbol for the concatenation of the strings as. 

String a,b,c ; 

     A=”hello”; 

B= “world”; 

C=a+“ to”+b;  

Cout<<c; 

C=hellotoworld 

INPUT OF STRINGS 
 

There are two ways of input the data in the string  

Using cin stream inserter 

It is used when we use to enter the character without space. 

Cin>>a; 

Using Getline 

It is used to enter the string even without spaces. 

Its syntax is  

Getline(cin,variable name) 

It is used to enter multiple lines.another form is  

Getline(cin,variable name,’character’) 

It is used to enter the string until the user enter the specified character in  input. After that character no 

string  is stored. 

SIZE OF STRING 
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In order to determine the order of stirng we used length and size command as  

Variable name. size(); 

Variable name.length(); 

It also includes the spaces characters. 

FIND OF STRING 

It is used to find any sub string inside a string as 

Variable name.find(“sub string”) 

It assign the numberical value to each character inside the string. 

It the substring do not present inside the string it return -1 value.  

MODIFICATIONS OF STRING 

ERASE: it is used to erase the sub string inside the string as. Its syntax is  

Variable name.erase(initial position, number of character  or length 

a.erase(0,5) 

REPLACE 

It is used to replace the substring inside the string. Its syntax is  

Variable name.replace(initial position,length,”replacing value”) 

a.replace(11,3,”cplus plus”) 

INSERT 

It is used to insert any value in the string. As 

Variable name.insert(0,”hello”) 

EMPTY 

It is used to check whether the string is empty or not. If string is empty it return 1 otherwise 0. 

CAMPARISON OF THE STRINGS 

There are two ways to campare the values of strings  

1st Method    
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Using equal to (==) operator: 

As. 

String a=”abcd”; 

String c; 

Cin>>c; 

If(c==a) 

Cout<<”matched”; 

2nd method   

we can also use bulid in key function campare for it.its synatx is 

 variable name of stirng for campare.campare(sub string or word in inverted commas to campare) 

if it is same then it return 0 else value otherthan 0. 

 NEWTON REPHSON METHOD: 

It is used to find the roots of a function using analytical method. 

It farmula is  

Xn+1=Xn – f(x)/f’(x)  

It requied initial guess from used and accuracy (0 for 100% accuracy) 
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Lab task # 01 Password Protected Factorial Program 
 

#include<iostream> 

#include<conio.h> 

using namespace std; 

int x,facte=1; 

string password="abcd"; 

int factorial(int i) 

{if(i>1) 

{return i*factorial(i-1);} 

else 

return 1;} 

int main() 

{ string p; 

for(int i=1;i<=3;i++) 

{ cout<<"please enter a password:\n"; 

getline(cin,p); 

if(p==password) 

{ cout<<"please enter a number for its factorial\n"; 

cin>>x; 

cout<<"factorial is:"<<factorial(x); 

  break;} 

  else  

  cout<<"you entereed a wrong password\n";} 

getch(); 
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return 0;  

} 

Lab Task # 02  Replacement of “space” with  “\” 
 

#include<iostream> 

#include<conio.h> 

using namespace std; 

int main() 

{ int d=0; 

string a; 

cout<<"please enter a line with space in words\n"; 

getline(cin,a); 

int b=a.size();` 

while(d<=b) 

{ int c=a.find(" "); 

if(c!=-1) 

a.replace(c,1,"\\"); 

d++; } 

cout<<a; 

getch(); 

return 0; } 

Lab Task #03   Newton-Raphson Method 
 

#include<iostream> 
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#include<conio.h> 

#include<math.h> 

using namespace std; 

double func(int x) 

{return cos(x)+3*exp(3*x);} 

double funcdev (int x) 

{ return -sin(x)+9*exp(x); 

} 

int main() 

{  double xp1,xn,e,r; 

 cout<<"please enter initial guess:"; 

 cin>>xn; 

 cout<<"please enter accuracy:"; 

 cin>>e; 

 do 

 { xp1=xn-(func(xn)/funcdev(xn)); 

  r=xp1-xn; 

  if(r<0) 

  r=-r; 

  xn=xp1; } 

 while(r>e); 

 cout<<xp1; 

 getch(); 

 return 0;  

} 


